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Disclaimer 
 
The advice contained in this material might not be suitable for everyone. The 
author got information from sources believed to be reliable and from 
personal experience, but does not imply nor offer any guarantee of accuracy. 
The author, publisher and distributors never give legal, accounting, medical 
or any other type of professional advice. The reader must always seek those 
services from competent professionals that can review their own particular 
circumstances. 
The author, publisher and distributors particularly disclaim any liability, loss, 
or risk taken by individuals who act on the information here. All readers 
must accept full responsibility for their use of this material. 
All pictures used in this book are for illustration only. No link or endorsement 
between the people pictured and the book, author or publisher is implied and 
should not be assumed. 
None of the pictures may be used for anything apart from this book without 
the rights holder’s prior written permission.  

 
Terms of Use 
 
No alteration by anyone to the appearance, format or content of this 
ebook is allowed.  All rights are reserved. No part of this 
book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any 
means; electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, 
without written permission from the copyright holder(s 
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About the Author 

Alyson Bryan has wide experience interacting with people in social and 

business settings. 

Alyson said, "I started when I was a teenager helping my mother who was a 

keen fundraiser for several organizations." 

“Then, I worked for a few businesses and continued some fundraising from 

time to time. Now, I help my partner with our business, so I’ve had to cut 

back on other activities.” 

Alyson said, "I believe that everybody can benefit by improving their 

communication skills, whether they’re in business or not.” 

“If you have children, you’ll probably be involved with their schools 

 and other activities. And those same skills can be helpful in social activities 

as well.” 

Alyson said, "They can also make it easier when we deal with professional 

people and administrators, doctors, and technicians.” 

“I wrote this book to help anyone who wants be able to deal with people in 

any situation without becoming stressed or feeling inadequate.” 

“Most people have unpleasant encounters occasionally despite our best 

efforts. But, practicing small talk helps us to become better able to deal with 

whatever situations we encounter. 

That might be in our workplace or at a public event. Being able to 

communicate and be confident is a huge advantage for anyone.” 

“The better we can connect with any one so that we understand and respect 

each other, the better the world will be.” 

https://www.successbusinessai.com/transformation-blueprint-cb?hopId=2e3296f8-c124-40f4-b4fd-2d9cbaa7b056
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Introduction 

The pace of modern life is getting faster all the time. 
 

We have a lot of pressure on our relationships and interactions with people in 

business and social activities. 

This book will help you improve your skills in both social and business areas. 

“Your first impression can never be erased. You can lose people’s interest in 

those first 30 seconds and it can take many attempts to get it back." 

You can avoid common mistakes and become a better talker and 

understanding people’s body language which can give you unspoken clues. 

It’s easy to follow the tips in this guide which is based on experience in a 

wide variety of situations. 

None of the suggestions make great demands on you but they will take a 

little tweaking to fit your particular situation and temperament. 

When you have read the book, go to those sections which you find most 

important and get started, 

A happier and more productive future is ahead of you! 

Alyson Bryan 

https://thelifedesigncourse.com/?hopId=539b80d2-ab10-48e9-a740-e959552ba4bb
https://alphaxtraboost101.com/?hopId=f98b5ec9-21eb-4fe6-8e4e-627a66fb5dfe&hop=tonglc&
https://www.howtofindthemanofyourdreams.com/?hopId=057e5173-bfb8-4a8e-b7fc-7db22efe1f7f
https://www.businesscoachingcertified.com/extreme-business-coaching?hopId=a6c86a86-01d6-4871-b3e8-42e45e199c30
https://solutionsebooks.com/tgs/?hopId=fcebb98d-e9cc-411a-8b76-8b6116f62d42
http://hypnolanguagesecrets.com/click.php?hopId=8d303251-778a-4d9c-a100-107f9143ff18
https://highrollertips.net/?hop=tonglc&hopId=6620af3a-c209-45e6-85bd-66d1de986dea
https://powerefficiencyguide4all.com/index/?pid=1&hop=tonglc&hopId=07d287af-2ad2-43e8-931b-54db9e397f56
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Why First Impressions Are Very Important 

“Never forget that you only have one opportunity to make a first impression 

– with investors, with customers, with PR, and with Marketing.” 

Natalie Massenet 
 

Whenever we meet someone for the first time, we are imprinting an 

impression of ourselves on their minds which will affect whatever interactions 

and other dealings we have through the rest of our lives. 

In this chapter, I outline some basic suggestions for meeting people and 

starting a conversation with them. 

Be open and approachable. 
 

Your Handshake 

Don't try any mind games or tests of strength. 

Keep your palm vertical. 

Make eye contact and keep smiling through the 

introductions. 

Shake hands, release your grip and step back. 

I learned to stand straight but relaxed. 

Make eye contact and move your focus around 

their face if you are just with one person. 

If there are more people in the group, move your attention to the person 

who is speaking or whoever in the group is the subject of the speaker’s 

comments. 

Give the person or group you are with your full attention, especially when 

someone is talking. 

It is very off-putting if someone moves their attention away from the group 

to scan the room, as if looking for someone more of interest to them. 

When You Speak 

Don't hurry your movements or speech. 

https://meetinginvestors.com/landing-pages/how-to-launch-a-startup/?hopId=419a35d1-9399-4067-b860-7db758afa10e
https://www.marketingplanbuilder.com/?hop=tonglc
https://www.mindreality.com/
https://optimizingadaptation.com/?hopId=7d8b74b7-bbe1-4163-80c6-aed18e13c74a#/_blank
https://visionbreakthrough.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=eaf67bdf-e040-4ff8-b58f-144bd4677221
https://speaktosparkarousal.com/ssa-video/?hopId=67b91088-fa9e-4b33-8f6e-48772eb43eba#/_blank
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Fast movements can distract their attention from what you say. 
 

Talking fast makes it harder for them to understand what you say and your 

message may not get through. 

Start talking a little slower than you usually do. 
 

When you know that you’re are being understood and responded towel, you 

can start talking at you usual rate and the other people will be able to still 

fully keep up. 

https://www.massagepracticebuilder.com/massage-career-guides/?hopId=78a78247-8876-48b7-9093-b8b23a6e246d
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Be Ready to Speak Anywhere Anytime! 

This guide is mainly focused on communicating with 

people one-to-one or in small groups. 

But, there are many occasions when even non- 

business people may have an opportunity and a need 

to speak to a reporter about a matter of public 

concern or a community group which they support or 

even to members of that group as an office-holder. 

The ability to speak well on such occasions will also help when you have a 

stressful situation of any kind. 

I said in the introduction that the ability to chat and connect with other 

people in all sorts of situations is valuable to anyone, not just those who 

have a business or other interest to promote. 

There can also be a need for making a speech at important family events. 

The audience may be small but you always want to do justice to the person 

being honored and not bore your relatives and their families who have 

probably heard all of your jokes before! 

The experience of speaking in public is one that is dreaded almost above a 

visit to the dentist by most people in this country. 

But, it becomes easier like so many things which we fear without even having 

experienced. 

Speaking off the Cuff! 

The to speaking off the cuff is to rehearse everything first! 

A magician friend told me, "Comedians practice all their jokes, including 

those ad-lib comments they seem to just think up when they are 

interviewed.” 

Many performers have done the same jokes hundreds of times. They have 

stock routines specially prepared and rehearsed to fit many occasions. The 

aim is not just to make them look and sound good when they do a show or 

https://recyclingsecrets.com/home-based-salvage-recycling-business-manual.htm?hop=tonglc
https://eulogyspeeches.com/?cbaffs&hopId=5381b63f-8220-4b1f-a3e9-dd1638dcf069
https://www.familyhistoryproducts.com/#google_vignette
http://mizar5.com/mmCB.html?hopId=40341d7f-8f80-42c9-8edc-0983a481aa07
https://www.anxietyfreedomtoday.com/
https://shambalasecret.com/go-index-vsl-start?hopId=fedf816f-d97e-41bd-ab75-82160b45ac53
https://howtolucid.com/unlock-your-mind/?hopId=f8f08d5f-6f6c-466a-9fae-06ead97d3077
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an interview, they ensure that they give the audience or the viewers 

something they will enjoy! 

After all, their reputation is on the line and it would do them no good if their 

jokes got no laughs, would it? 

So, we should follow their lead and rehearse anything we’re going to say in 

public, whether it is likely to be publicized or not. 

Getting Trained 

There are many ways to get some training. 
 

Organizations like Toast Masters International and Jaycees (Junior Chamber) 

have organized training in public speaking for members of their clubs which 

are spread around the world. 

These workshops are good ways to improve your speaking power and ability 

to think on your feet in a friendly location with supportive and experts 

instructors. 

https://courses.aiahypnosis.com/?hopId=d3cece1b-743c-47b5-8d95-39455b09a356
https://cbaffiliatemaster.com/
https://www.starskillsclub.com/?hopId=f47c1e30-5af4-49d9-a3a9-c80b4e41844b
https://www.nlppower.com/2021stealth/?hopId=04ee4c63-d94b-4b52-87f0-b5ab33d1f654
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Speaking Styles 

There are just three basic speaking styles: 
 

1. Aggressive 

Aggressive speakers are easy to recognize. 
 

They try to keep a firm grip on the conversation. 
 

They will often win the discussion but lose support in the long term. 

They don’t want to share the credit for any positive outcome. 

They probably make people feel uncomfortable but feel that it is the other 

person who is causing the problem. 

2. Assertive 
 

The Assertive person is a good listener and willing to acknowledge other 

people’s point of view. 

But, they also don’t hesitate to promote or defend their own suggestions. 

3. Passive 
 

A non-assertive speaker is, in their own view, just being cooperative. They 

may have better ideas than some which more forceful people in the group 

put forward, but they will seldom offer their alternative view. 

They want to be seen as a team member but they are short-changing 

themselves as well as the other people because they are not contributing 

their knowledge and experience to the group’s discussion. 

People don’t always stick with their main speaking style. They may change 

from Passive to Aggressive when they are with people whom they believe are 

subordinate to them. 

They have possibly had problems getting their ideas across during childhood 

in school or at their home, so they overact when they are able to do so. 

A person that uses a passive-aggressive manner will sound as fair-minded 

and cooperative as anyone else. But they are mainly focused on getting their 

suggestions up and winning recognition for their input or even, at times, 

https://www.oratoriahipnotica.com/oradores_visionarios?hopId=3dd96d86-3543-4323-b7fb-c0dcfe7b4f31
http://www.recipe-idea.com/cookbook.html?hop=tonglc
https://growthbeyondbelief.com/jdwvip-private-access/vssl/
https://homeschoolcpa.com/shop/?hopId=0fcc0dd6-34ac-45a9-9ea6-a73477244b22
https://www.bulletproofhome.org/vsl/index.php?r=1051&hopId=c2ac8a71-8867-4ee4-aa2a-0429173cbe79&rx=1
https://sacredsoundhealingsystem.com/go/index.php?hop=tonglc
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others’ contributions. 
 

In most situations, the assertive mode is likely to get the most cooperation. 
 

Practice dealing with the different conversation styles 

If you have met some people that are hard to work with or cause problems in 

other situations, you may want to work through how you can best deal with 

their tactics without compromising your goals or principles. 

Aggressive people are difficult to interact with, especially when they are in 

higher positions. 

The best you can do is to make your points and show you will work with 

them up to a point. 

They are often very experienced in office politics and it may come to a point 

where your best course is to move on. 

http://www.goalsontrack.com/
https://www.propertytaxconsult.com/?hop=tonglc
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Making Your Conversations Flow 

If you feel nervous when you are talking with friends, colleagues or potential 

customers, the best advice is that more experience will give you better 

results more quickly than anything else. 

The flow I referred to is being able to present a calm appearance and well- 

controlled manner with any group and on just about any subject. 

If you hear yourself using the dreaded “um” and “ah”, the remedy is to think 

about what you are going to say before starting to speak. The “um” and “ah” 

are fillers while your mind sorts out the next few words you want to use. 

This may be because of nerves or a tendency to try to perfect each thought 

you express. 

You will be easier to understand if you try using a couple of seconds of 

silence instead of the “um” and “ah”. 

Fast Talk Reduces Understanding 

Most inexperienced speakers talk faster when they are with people they don’t 

know very well, than they do when they are with close friends or family. 

They seem to want to say their piece but not take up too much time or 

offend anyone. 

The faster pace can be off-putting and reduce the level of understanding 

people get from what they say. 

The first suggestion by many speaking coaches to new clients is to slow their 

talking rate about 5%. 

When they slow down their pace, they become easier to understand and get 

better responses from the other people. 

https://cb.getarcticblast.com/go/lander.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=3cfa04a2-f426-49fa-89cb-2fff63f0722e
https://hypnosisland.aweb.page/Mindcamp-cb?hopId=93900065-38dc-4cfe-9233-9de3e9e853cc
https://speaktosparkarousal.com/ssa-video/?hopId=93875c5c-516a-4979-b613-fd33804f1690
https://familyprotectionassociation.com/elite/cb/trump-coin/3/?hopId=1b770926-5c07-4c59-8478-bdd0671ee882
https://calledtocoach.com/freepresentation/
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Connecting with People 

There are no secrets to making connections with people. 

We can easily work out what to do from how we feel and 

react to other people. 

But, we get inside our own heads and start thinking 

what might go wrong. 

That almost ensures that something definitely will! 

I may seem a little uncaring with that comment. 

It isn’t true. I can remember how I felt when I started socializing more than 

a couple of years ago. 

I also remember the first talks I gave while my whole body trembled so much 

I thought the folks watching would notice. 

The thing to remember is that most people go through those experiences at 

some time and they have similar feelings to you, so they will support your 

effort just as you will when you are more experienced and are listening to 

another nervous speaker. 

They don’t enjoy your nerves or flubbed words any more than you do. 

What they do like is your attitude and steady improvement. 

The best advice I have to reduce the effect of nervousness is to focus on 

giving the people you are with something worthy of their time and attention. 

https://superproductivitysecrets.com/?hopId=8393963c-1528-44a0-b137-0811c2c345c0
https://leanbodytonic.com/?hopId=764bee2f-a76f-4c02-94d9-a6ab42b5440d&
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Good Questions 

Questions are important in our 

conversations. As well as getting 

information, which can help further 

interact with the person you asked, 

that person has the attention of the 

group. 

Your question also can demonstrate 

that you are interested in them and their activities. 

Use “open questions” which give them room to answer with more than a 

simple “Yes” or “No”. 

If they answer with a single word anyway, they may be indicating that they 

don’t want to share more information with you at that time. 

But most people will respond with some detail. 
 

Keep It Interesting 

Make sure that you stick to topics which will be interesting and possibly 

helpful to the people you are talking with. 

If you ever have been in a conversation where someone keeps switching the 

topic to something which is mostly only of interest to them, I sympathize. 

Whether it is their pets, their business or their kids, they are not making any 

meaningful connection. They will also find none of this group will be eager to 

have more talk with them in future. 

https://www.kingdomofpets.com/
https://hobbyintobusiness.com/?hop=tonglc
https://secure.highselfesteemkids.com/?hopId=57fb6ae6-2f6e-4c28-a6b6-6f5e5336b4c9
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Small talk and Body Language 

Some people think that Body Language is sneaky or even false, but my 

experience is that using body language principle whenever you are talking to 

people is useful and not unfair. 

But, there are some potential 

risks when you use body 

language and your 

techniques are obvious or 

distracting. 

The first point is that Body 

Language is more of an art, in my opinion, than a proven science. 

The reason is that the gestures and other clues we use for Body Language 

may not always be an accurate indicator of how a person is feeling or 

thinking. 

And, people that just have started to use Body Language have to be careful 

about drawing conclusions from limited data. Always consider what particular 

signs might indicate other than the standard Body Language answer. 

For instance, people do cross their arms over their chest when they are 

losing interest in what is being said to them or if they are disagreeing with it, 

but they also do it when they are tired or cold. 

Be subtle when checking for signs. After all, the most important rule with 

small talk is to pay attention to whoever is speaking. 

Body Language can help you in your interactions if you practice, but may 

take a lot more study than most realize to get to get great results. 

When you look for clues about someone’s body language, look at their feet 

for clues. People who are stressed may often make small movements with 

their feet while maintaining a composed appearance above their waist. 

Work on your own body language. Check yourself for poor posture or 

tendency to put out signals which are either too revealing or inaccurate. 

https://bodylanguagemoves.com/?hopId=c361b7ba-51f6-4686-84d4-7eb76f78acb0
https://www.getorganizednow.com/aff-cb-foffhome.html?hop=tonglc&hopId=ba1eab7f-b751-44ac-bf84-c96f6c2082d8
https://getslimsciences.com/slimguard-promo?hopId=75504706-adc5-4c5b-86fd-5124cae81f86
https://www.allaboutdrawings.com/how-to-sketch.html?hopId=997cb3e4-eeaa-4e02-9596-b6435d9f4346
https://moviestarbody.com/masterclass-affiliate/?hopId=8cce0537-ffe3-4c46-b469-%20e0acce31c4e2
https://englisheasypractice.com/?hopId=f8ec9c5a-8495-466d-a848-8985b19eb39c
https://www.vincheckup.com/cb/?hopId=a8a620ae-91a4-48e0-b2cf-48b1f3878506
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Making Your Body Language Work for You 

Many people know some of the signals revealed by body language, but they 

may not be using their own body language to their advantage. 

The best way to review your own body language is to have a video made of 

you when you are with a group. 

If you have not seen yourself on video before, you may get a few shocks. 

You will almost certainly note some points which could be improved. 

Many coaches suggest that you adopt a power pose when appropriate. 

Two common ones are standing tall with feet apart or sitting with arms 

behind your head. 

Obviously, these poses would not be appropriate in many situations but you 

can get some of the effect on your own system by adopting the outstretched 

arms pose for a minute or so before you actually enter the office. 

The boost will last a few minutes and your natural enthusiasm will take over. 

Research suggests that these poses increase testosterone in your blood and 

may lower cortisol, a hormone related to stress. 

https://www.gobigcoach.com/index.php?hopId=9a9c3da0-be82-4108-8c0c-2676673e4750
https://www.consciouscashmachine.com/mystical-manifestation-workbook?hopId=4eef5b1f-1df5-4cdc-91dd-496df9d69d1a
https://nervolink.com/
https://www.forwardheadposturefix.com/
https://15minutemanifestation.com/vsl/index_ctrl.php
https://bloodsugarberry.com/cb/?hop=tonglc&hopId=f53f803f-21df-403c-9a46-18d296e2fd40
https://over30hormonesolution.com/truth/
https://mind-sync.com/indexa.html?hopId=e9cd77c0-936d-4952-bed6-a00aa1713de2
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Phone Talk Tips 

Telephones and smart devices carry millions of interactions every day. 

Some people don’t think how important their calls are. 

A phone call may give you a chance to make an impression on someone you 

don’t know that may improve your future lot. 

So, it’s worthwhile to work on this method of communication as hard as any 

other. 

Always take a deep, calming breath before you pick up the handset or tap 

the screen. 

Put a genuine smile on your face before you say anything. It really will 

positively affect the impact of your words by the person at the other end. 

Keep your voice upbeat through the call. 
 

Don’t waffle. Even though calls may be very cheap with some systems, you 

should keep your calls short to show you respect the other person’s time.. 

Always end the call with a polite and upbeat phrase. 

Make sure the connection has been dropped before making any comment 

about the caller or whatever was discussed. Many businesses and individuals 

have suffered when their negative comments were heard by the other party 

during or after the call. 

Many devices and even older handset microphones can pick up what is being 

said anywhere in the room where they are placed. 

Better still, don’t say anything negative! 
 

Leave a Message that will be acted on! 

Think carefully about the message you will leave if someone is unavailable 

when you call. 

Your message may be one of hundreds. Most will be rushed, casual efforts 

which may be hard to understand or have no good reason why they should 

be answered. A few minutes thought can ensure you get a reply so that you 

https://mastermentalism.com/promo?hopId=73732cd1-7e45-4a31-b3e4-202c7f1b7fbd
https://www.3stepmethod.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=edc8d2fe-9d3d-48fd-8b92-0a6be92dcb4c
https://abundanceairway.com/vsl/index_ctrl.php?token=cRes85qUsUtHATOgANi1&hopId=13c6b5cf-ceda-4f4b-8910-570f0ba01dbe
https://thedentitox101.com/?hopId=4cc2d0a5-4ec0-4b52-9638-007031a47456&hop=tonglc&
https://speechelo-offer.com/?hopId=a3481c32-d5d4-4197-a854-e4dcd534a312
https://www.marketingplanbuilder.com/?hop=tonglc
https://cb.eightminutemastermind.com/free-shipping-offer1586545293171
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can interact further with that person. 
 

Make your sign-off as personal and memorable as your original greeting so 

that your calls stand out without being too showy. 

The time put into creating a memorable message will pay for itself very 

quickly. 
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Keep Your Small Talk Positive 

The news services are often full of death, disaster and destruction – people 

must like reading and listening to reports of those terrible events. 

But, negativity should be avoided when you are talking to people face to 

face, unless they are directly involved. 

When we load our chatter with negativity, we cast a dark cloud over the 

group and guarantee that the exchanges will not be memorable or ones 

which the other people will want to continue for long. 

There are some people who do gather to share their negative opinions of 

most of the rest of us but their talk is small-minded and very sour. 

The dark cloud over these conversations will drive other people away from 

the group in search of more interesting and enlivening talk. 

As well as your talk, make sure your face and body language are showing 

positive signs. 

This is a good time to give some suggestions for including humor in your 

small talk and when that’s not a good idea. 

https://starpath-reading.com/go/?hopId=3880f087-b19e-4a91-b88c-54fdc73452dd
https://bodylanguageproject.com/buy_the_book.htm?hopId=8ba59e63-048b-46f3-ba14-22cff059ea5a
https://www.thelanguageofabundance.com/WSL10?hopId=4b9e1149-6ae5-486c-8f00-f5a9a41471f2
https://www.hiddenbusinessideas.com/?hop=tonglc
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Using Humor with Your Small Talk 

We all like to laugh and know it’s a good way to improve most human 

interactions. 

When we want to use humor to add some fun to our small talk sessions, 

these points should help you do it successfully. 

The first rule with comedy is only use jokes which you know the punchline 

and are sure that most of the other people won’t. 

The jokes on last night’s TV shows will not work the next day because most 

will have seen them professionally performed and you won’t have them to 

that standard. 

If the joke dumps on anybody, that body better be yours. 

Getting a laugh at somebody’s expense will make them feel small and not do 

your reputation any good. But, if you make yourself the target, most people 

will appreciate you sacrificing yourself to give them a laugh. 

Also avoid bringing in controversial topics just for a laugh. 
 

Practice your jokes. Remember every performer practices their jokes because 

nothing hurts a reputation more than a joke that doesn’t work. 

Humor which relates to the topics you’re discussing will get the best 

response. 

Don’t load the conversation with humor – it works best when used as 

seasoning, not main course. 

Keep any jokes short like your other contributions to the conversation. Long 

jokes bomb unless you are able to maintain the interest of the group and 

avoid them guessing the punchline before you give it to them. 

Give other people’s humor a good hearing and appropriate 

acknowledgement. 

Don’t use their joke as an introduction to another of yours. It will look like 

you’re trying to top their effort. Save your joke for another time (even refer 

back to the one they told tonight on that later occasion). 

https://quit-weed.com/?hopId=93a5899d-9592-4b07-972d-91ce37011ba9
https://www.bvnomore.com/Bacterial-Vaginosis-Video.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=4fe29df9-645c-4563-af5a-39a81d1b9dd1
https://geopilgrim.com/courses/?hop=tonglc
https://sonovive.com/
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There’s a proven link between good humor and good health. 
 

Sometimes, you can add to the appeal of your joke by linking someone in the 

group to it. But, only do that if they will be as amused as you are when the 

punchline is revealed. 

Telling jokes can help you improve all your talking techniques because it’s 

probably the hardest to do well. 

Looking for suitable jokes will help you maintain a positive and light-hearted 

attitude. 

https://revive-daily.net/welcome?hop=tonglc
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Stay Up to Date 

Although there are many options to help keep us 

informed and about current issues and new 

developments, many of us are cutting back because of 

the demands of our jobs and other activities. 

But, it’s important to have some knowledge of these 

topics for the health of our businesses and possible new 

opportunities. 

Checking reliable sources regularly also helps us to keep our small talk 

interesting and accurate. 

As well as the sites and commentators online, I like to watch for local 

appearances of people involved in cutting edge ventures. 

Seeing them and hearing from their own lips the new information helps to 

make it real and easier to remember. 

I also believe that we need to keep learning and most scientists agree that 

it’s a great way to help protect us from some of the major problems 

associated with aging. 

Recent research confirms that a healthy brain continues to have the ability to 

create neural circuits and add more information to our subconscious through 

our whole lives. 

Previously, this functionality was thought to start deteriorating after our mid- 

teens. 

The important point is that using this power costs us nothing but requires 

that we maintain our health with good food, exercise and mental stimulation. 

How well it keeps working depends on how we treat it. 

We can improve our lives by engaging with more people. 

Every few years someone announces that something which had previously 

been consider a fact is ot any longer. 

Mostly, this is good news, with new breakthroughs in medicine, 

https://www.developingpsychicpowers.com/?hopId=3e1dd251-5ee3-4cb8-9921-80b645c15146
https://home-jobs-directory.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=9d6144d6-2f7d-4668-bf39-39b42ad2930e
https://www.speedstudyforbusiness.com/index.php?utm_source=ClickBank%2BAffili%20ate&utm_medium=referral&hop=tonglc
https://tryneurorise.com/
https://greekshares.com/the-stock-market-guide/?hopId=77fb55ac-e102-42c2-b2ce-444f2b0de21c
https://www.neurodrine.com/
https://health.clickmaxigoods.com/managing-your-life-by-eating-right/?hop=tonglc&hopId=31558bf7-5540-45d5-adbc-6ef5392137f1
https://foodhealthandyou.com/written.php?hopId=97cd4356-38cb-442c-92fe-d26a0be8d99e
https://yoga-burn.net/
https://medicinalkit.com/?hopId=a72a162d-a01a-4461-8f9b-273d511b905c&hop=tonglc&
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transportation or other fields. 
 

So, if someone has told you that you cannot achieve a goal you desire, get a 

second opinion! 

https://www.mentispedia.com/
https://cf.cheatcodeattraction.com/law-of-attraction?hopId=45519bda-4da5-4b0b-b953-f575d3a7324b
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Listening is the Way to Star at Small Talk 

People who are successful at small talk are all 

good listeners! 

They don’t just hear the words, they 

understand the meaning and can interpret the 

emotion which comes with them. 

This point is so important, we should be teaching every child how to listen 

effectively. 

That would help them in all their interactions. Right now, we can help our 

own children and ensure a better future for them. 

Part of that teaching is to be an example of a good listener which they might 

use as a role model. 

Just as most people think they are great  because they’ve been 

doing it through their whole lives, they think they all have great listening 

skills. 

The benefits of listening well are several. 
 

People appreciate your interest. Good listeners always leave a good 

impression which spreads to our other interactions with those people. 

It’s really simple. Would you prefer to deal with someone that has an 

aggressive speaking style or someone that, while assertive, shows genuine 

interest in what you have to say? 

It’s easy to improve your listening skills. 

Start by focusing on each message you get from someone. Keep looking at 

them if they are with you or ensure that you don’t have distractions if you 

are talking on the phone or online. 

If you don’t understand what they told you, ask for clarification. 
 

No-one minds that! They appreciate the demonstration of genuine interest. 

Respond to them in a way that shows clearly you understood and appreciate 

https://www.weddingspeechesforall.com/?hopId=3f1113e0-fdaf-4712-b30e-7f6946e6d44a
https://store.oliverdoodledandy.com/initial-offer-odd/?hopId=3633a135-027a-4371-9bd7-5f6b7ea723f5
https://www.neurolingual.com/cbaudio/?hopId=47d2d06f-3cb3-40dc-9e76-503a38e08ac5
https://www.blackbeltmemory.shop/enroll-now?hopId=577f9d5b-5867-47bd-acb1-0a4de6cac622
https://www.ennora.com/
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their information. 
 

Working on our small talk makes good sense. 

It is the way to making great connections with the people we meet and also 

reduces friction and misunderstandings. 

https://speechelo-offer.com/?hopId=87567768-cd9e-4ddb-85dc-7ce0727bb39a
https://www.meetysweet.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=d6fae9a2-8651-40a3-8d76-e7eb6a85c265
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3 Minute Relaxation 

The most important hing about connecting with people is getting any 

nervousness under control. 

The easiest way I found is to meditate. 
 

This system needs no special tools and words. 

You just need to breathe! 

The only other requirements are to have aquiet, private space and a few 

minutes alone. 

You can even do this on your parked car. That has a risk that someone will 

bang on the window to check if you are alright or just to annoy you. 

But, that should not have any lasting effect. 
 

You could even use a locked cubicle in the toilets where you work! 

Just set yourself on a seat or the floor, whichever is comfortable to you. 

Relax. 

Close your eyes. 
 

Breathe out, then take a slow, steady breath in and follow it down to your 

stomach. 

If you put your fingertips on your stomach, you should feel pressure there as 

it expands. 

Otherwise, you are breathing too shallow. 

Take a few breaths until you feel that pressure. 

Then, you can start breathing slowly and deeply. 

This alone makes the exercise valuable for almost everyone as you will 

breathe better for the rest of your life. 

After you have breathed in, let your mind slowly follow the breath up and out 

through your nose. 

Take your time at each stage and repeat at least 3 times. 

https://www.20daypersuasion.com/index.php?hopId=4196a55b-9811-4e82-8685-e153ea37c2e3
https://clickwealthsystem.cc/pcws/?hop=tonglc&hopId=98298dc1-4bca-43ed-a31b-091b59710e4b
https://www.cardealerlicenses.com/?hop=tonglc
https://imchecklist.org/cb/?hop=tonglc
https://howtosandafloor.com/the-complete-guide-to-sanding-and-refinishing-wooden-floors/?hopId=c06ef7ac-09c5-49d6-88c6-8e7c3942565b
https://www.openthoumineeyes.com/devotional/Devotional.html?hopId=8b351724-548e-4ce2-b84d-d93b6eead86d
https://yogafatlossflow.com/shapeshifter-yoga/?hop=tonglc&hopId=87dde300-7eee-4873-b363-8607568e0496
https://dreamlifeprogram.com/?aff=
https://www.mindsecretsexposed.com/
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More Top Small Talk Tips 

The impression people have of you depends in part on your appearance. AN 

important factor in that is your general health. 

Some less well-known factors can make a big difference. 
 

Look after your feet: We depend on them for so much but doctors will tell 

you that few people look after their legs and feet as well as they do their 

face, teeth etc. 

Perfect Speech level: To find your best vocal level for speaking, repeat the 

“um” sound slowly for about a minute while keeping your lips together. 

Open Questions: If someone starts a conversation with a question to you, 

don’t use closed answers, like “Yes” or “No” which leave them no opening to 

continue. Give them a little information which they can extend the 

conversation with if they want to. 

Silence is NOT Deadly: People often stress if there is a pause in their 

conversation and they can’t immediately think of something to say. But, a 

pause is good at times. 

Safe questions: keep a few safe and simple questions for such moments. If 

the other person has not given out any information or opinion which you can 

use to add to your chat, eomment favorably on some aspect of the venue, 

entertainment or the gathering in general. 

Avoid negative comments because they maight end your conversation 

abruptly. 

https://www.healthconfidential.com/
https://homedoctorguide.com/book/?hop=tonglc&hopId=a0a91f7d-6eda-4df7-abbf-efcabd345b7a
https://www.acnenomas.com/Acne-Spanish-Video.php?hopId=1d465bee-320c-4a19-a6e9-846acaa00704
https://steelbitepro.com/text.php?hopId=0420c1d8-0c05-4d67-83d6-7b8e2039e5a9&hop=tonglc&
https://go.cellularsoundtuning.com/cstindex59518175?hop=tonglc
https://www.geniusbrainpower.com/
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Small Talk Success is Yours! 

I know you will find small talk a valuable skill in your 

social and business dealings. 

It’s easy to improve your skills as you use them every day 

in your regular activities. You can always find some 

examples, good and bad, among the people you deal with. 

Use Small Talk to help yourself and others. It’s the quickest and cheapest 

way to improve your connection with those great people you meet every day. 

Alyson Bryan 

https://videoseries.businesscreditblitz.com/video-course?hop=tonglc
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